
 

 

 

 

 

Appendix H 

Consultations



NOTICE  
The information contained in this Appendix was developed strictly for the purpose 
of evaluating the environmental impacts associated with the Ambassador Bridge 
Enhancement Project and responding to the regulatory requirements applicable 
to this proposal. Use of this information for other purposes is not intended, and 
any such use is at the risk of the user.  



Summary of Meetings and Presentations 
Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project 

 
2005 

 

 

November 16, 2005 Teleconference with Detroit Edison and USACE (retired member) 
regarding mussels of significance in Detroit River.   Telephone 
record attached. 

2006 
 

May 4, 2006  Project scoping and kickoff meeting with US agencies in DIBC’s 
office in Warren. 

September 12, 2006 Meeting with USCG 

September 14, 2006 Presentation to Detroit City Council. 

October 2, 2006  Meeting with the Michigan Department of Natural Resources 
(MDNR) in Warren, Michigan. Attendees: 5. Meeting minutes 
attached. 
 
Topics discussed as follows: 
• Areas of concern with regard to birds and bird migration in the    

vicinity of the proposed Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project.  
• What studies, if any, would be warranted where impacts from the 

project were likely to occur.   
 

November 14, 2006 Public hearing on application for Joint Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) and Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 
(MDEQ) Permit, Permit #06-82-0121-9. Hearing took place in 
Detroit, Michigan. 

November 20, 2006  Meeting with Michigan State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO). 
Project staff provided informal presentation on project and on a 
preliminary evaluation of potential impact on historic resources prior 
to submittal of the official Section 106 Application.  

 
 



2007

January 18, 2007 United States Coast Guard (USCG) Environmental Assessment (EA) 
kickoff meeting in Cleveland, Ohio. Attendance: 8.  
 
Topics discussed as follows:  
• Caliber of historical review necessary for EA 
• Transboundary impacts 
• Air and traffic study requirements 
• Cumulative impacts 
• Recommended public involvement techniques 

February 7, 2007 Teleconference with MDEQ, Coastal Zone Management (CZM) 
Program, regarding CZM requirements of the USACE and MDEQ 
Joint Permit and the applicability of these requirements to the USCG 
bridge permit. Telephone record attached. 

February 27, 2007 Teleconference with United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS), East Lansing, Michigan office, regarding no impact on 
northern riffleshell mussel and the State of Michigan’s threatened and 
endangered species program. Telephone record attached. 

March 1, 2007 Teleconference with MDNR regarding endangered and threatened 
species. Telephone record attached. 

March 1, 2007 Public workshop held at Earhart Middle School in Detroit on the 
Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project. Presentation was followed 
by question and answer session.  Attendance: 53. Meeting minutes 
attached. 
Topics discussed included: 
• Siting of pillars in the Detroit River 
• Private funding for project 
• Future of current Ambassador Bridge span 
• Environmental review process 

March 22, 2007 Presentation to Anthony Adams, Detroit Deputy Mayor. Attendance-
5 

May 1, 2007 Meeting with the Southeast Michigan Council of Governments 
(SEMCOG) 

May 24, 2007 Public workshop held at Earhart Middle School in Detroit on the 
Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project. Presentation focused on 
design options available for Ambassador Bridge Enhancement 
Project. Presentation was followed by a question and answer session.  
Attendance: 33 
 



August 9, 2007 Meeting with USCG and Michigan SHPO to review requirements for 
SHPO consultation and Section 106 procedures.  Agenda attached. 

September 20, 2007  Meeting with USCG, USEPA and SEMCOG regarding air quality 
protocol. 

October 18, 2007 Meeting with USCG in Washington, DC regarding development of 
the final EA and submittal dates.  

December 6, 2007 Public Workshop held at Earhart Middle School in Detroit on the 
Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project. Presentation was followed 
by a question and answer session.  Attendance: 33. Meeting minutes 
attached.  

 
2008 

 
March 26, 2008 Meeting with the  Michigan State Historic Preservation Office 

(SHPO),  Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) and  
Gateway Communities Development Collaborative (GCDC). The 
purpose of the meeting was to begin to develop a memorandum of 
agreement (MOA) through the Section 106 process to solve adverse 
impacts to the Ambassador Bridge. 

 



TIMELINE:  SECTION 106 CONSULTATION 

April 5, 2006  
 

Coast Guard letter to SHPO and other state and local agencies as 
introduction and invitation to attend a scoping meeting on May 4, 
2006 for the Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project (ABEP). 

May 4, 2006  Letter from SHPO advising that they could not attend meeting, that 
the existing Ambassador Bridge “appears to meet the criteria for 
listing in the NRHP", that any alteration to characteristics that 
qualify it for the listing would likely result in an adverse effect 
determination.  Stated that consultants and contractors are not 
recognized as federally-delegated authorities, and requested that 
an application be submitted with future project submissions. 

May 25, 2006 Applicant mailed two copies of March 2006 scoping document to SHPO 
for review. 

November 20, 2006 DIBC and consultant, Elisabeth Knibbe of Quinn Evans Architect, 
with Coast Guard participation by teleconference, provided initial 
presentation to SHPO at SHPO offices on project and preliminary 
evaluation of potential impacts to historic properties. 

February 8, 2007 Date of application to SHPO, including graphics, designation of 
APE, consultant reports identifying historic properties in the 
project area, and "no adverse effect determination" by applicant.  
Application acknowledges that there is a potential visual effect, 
but states that the proposal is in compliance with Standards 3, 9, 
and 10 of the Secretary of Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation.  
Application listed Coast Guard as Federal agency contact. 

March 26, 2007 SHPO letter advising of "adverse effect" based on visual impacts.  
"Specifically, the undertaking will result in: 
     
The introduction of visual, atmospheric, or audible elements that 
diminish the integrity of the property's significant historical 
features.  Specifically, with its size and scale and its location 
immediately adjacent to the existing structure, the proposed bridge 
will become an overwhelming visual distraction, diminishing the 
integrity of the historic bridge." 
Letter also cited potential impacts to archaeological resources and 
requested additional survey.  Letter also stated ‘Bridge was 
determined eligible for the NRHP  . . . . . . . on June 6, 1986.’” 
Letter also advised of potential archaeological concerns and 
request to perform additional mechanized testing at the proposed 
pier locations to test for fill deposits. 

April 16, 2007 Follow-up teleconference between applicant/consultants, Coast 
Guard, and SHPO, following adverse effect letter.  SHPO requested 
additional information on project purposes and alternatives 
considered. 

April 21, 2007 DIBC sent additional information requested by SHPO regarding 
project purpose and alternatives. 

April 24, 2007 CG issued Draft Environmental Assessment (Draft EA) for comment.   
May 2, 2007 Coast Guard letter to Advisory Council advising of SHPO adverse 

effect determination and establishing Coast Guard as the lead 
federal agency of record for the project. 

May 22, 2007 Advisory Council letter acknowledging receipt of Coast Guard of 
adverse effect determination and participation in the Section 106 
process, citing Appendix A of 36 CFR 800.  Additional information 
was requested by ACHP.  Letter also sent to Secretary, Department 
of Homeland Security, to advise of ACHP participation. 

May 23, 2007 Applicant consultant meeting with Dean Anderson, Historical 
Archaeologist Michigan Historical Center, SHPO offices, to discuss 
Scope of Service document for additional Phase I survey. 



TIMELINE:  SECTION 106 CONSULTATION 

June 12, 2007 Applicant/consultant meeting with ACHP in Washington, DC. 
June 15, 2007 Email letter between applicant/consultant and Dean Anderson of SHPO 

Historical Archaeologist tentatively approving Scope of Service for 
Phase I survey. 

June 26, 2007 Coast Guard letter responding to ACHP letter of May 22, 2007, 
providing additional information requested by ACHP. 

June 29, 2007 Letter from law firm Olson, Bzdok & Howard, representing Gateways 
Communities Development Collaborative (GCDC), requesting GCDC be 
included as consulting party for Section 106 process. 

July 11, 2007 Coast Guard letter to Olson, Bzdok & Howard inviting GCDC 
representative to be consulting party. 

July 13, 2007 SHPO letter providing comments to the Draft EA and request for 
additional information. 

July 17, 2007 SHPO letter to Quinn Evans Architects, consultants for the 
applicant, approving Scope of Service document for the Phase I 
Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey for the project. 

August 6, 2007 ACHP letter to Coast Guard advising of letters received by public 
stakeholders in the project.  [Coast Guard already received the 
letters provided in response to the Draft EA.] 

August 7, 2007 Coast Guard letter to SHPO responding to SHPO letter dated July 13, 
2007.  Provided requested response for additional information, 
including a copy of the latest re-evaluation of the Environmental 
Assessment for the I-75 Ambassador Bridge/Gateway Project. 

August 9, 2007 Meeting at SHPO offices between Coast Guard, applicant and 
consultants, SHPO, ACHP, and GCDC.  Applicant presented design 
alternatives to address adverse effect.  Consultant that performed 
the Phase I archaeological study discussed their findings and 
submitted report.  All responses to Draft EA were provided by Coast 
Guard to SHPO.  SHPO stated they would provide copies to ACHP and 
GCDC representative.  SHPO and ACHP requested additional 
information regarding purpose of the project, alternatives, and 
expansion of the APE for the visual adverse effect and other 
environmental effects. 

September 4, 2007 Coast Guard letter to SHPO addressing outstanding issues from the 
August 9, 2007 meeting, to include confirmation that the Section 
106 process was previously initiated as designated in 36 CFR 800.8, 
Coordination With the National Environmental Policy Act.   

October 25, 2007 Coast Guard letter to SHPO providing the following proposed 
timeline: 
November 5, 2007 – SHPO provides to USCG response to USCG letter 
dated September 4, 2007 and timeline submitted in this letter.  To 
complete USCG documentation requirements under 800.11(e), SHPO also 
provides USCG with qualification information that makes the 
Ambassador Bridge eligible for listing on the National Register of 
Historic Places. 
November 14, 2007 – USCG provides preliminary determination of 
potential negative impacts of undertaking on historic resources to 
include traffic, noise, air quality, economic, visual, structural 
stability of existing structure, and socioeconomics. 
November 14, 2007 – USCG provides alternatives investigated. 
Week of December 4, 2007 – USCG to hold meeting with consulting 
parties (GCDC, ACHP, SHPO, Tribal Groups) and the general public to 
seek public input on the potential negative impacts on historic 

potential mitigation. resources and on 
December 18, 2007 – USCG circulates draft MOA to SHPO for review. 
Early January 2008 – USCG meeting with SHPO/ACHP and applicant to 



TIMELINE:  SECTION 106 CONSULTATION 

discuss MOA and any other outstanding issues. 
 

November 14, 2007 Coast Guard letter to SHPO requesting SHPO participation in the 
scheduled December 6, 2007 public meeting in Detroit, Michigan.  
Copies of the letter were also sent to ACHP and GCDC.  The letter 
requested SHPO provide comments to the consultation thus far by 
November 23, 2007 in preparation for the meeting. 

December 6, 2007 Coast Guard held Public Meeting in Detroit, MI to provide the 
public opportunity to ask questions on all aspects of the proposed 
second span at the Ambassador Bridge and to solicit comments from 
the public on the design of the bridge as part of the Section 106 
consultation. 

December 12, 2007 Coast Guard email to Ms. Kelly Kavanaugh, GCDC representative 
(consulting party), to provide her with an overview of the Public 
Meeting held on December 6, 2007.  She was not in attendance.  

January 18, 2008 SHPO letter to Coast Guard in response to CG letter dated September 
4, 2007. Letter confirmed that the Section 106 process was 
initiated when the SHPO received the project application and 
documentation in February, 2007. 

March 21, 2008 Sent advance copy of the FIRST DRAFT MOA to signatory and 
consulting parties in preparation for meeting on March 26, 2008 

March 26, 2008 Meeting held at Sector Detroit between all signatory and consulting 
parties to discuss the FIRST DRAFT MOA circulated by the Coast 
Guard on March 21, 2008.  Items discussed included the issues 
raised by SHPO letter dated January 18, 2008. 

May 14, 2008 Teleconference to discuss SHPO/ACHP edits to MOA with signatory and 
consulting parties.  Coast Guard identified that they do not have 
authority to enforce bridge maintenance beyond keeping it 
serviceable so it does not become a hazard to navigation.  

June 24, 2008 Teleconference to discuss MOA with signatory and consulting 
parties.   

July 1, 2008 Teleconference to discuss MOA with signatory and consulting 
parties.  

July 28, 2008 Teleconference between the USCG, SHPO and ACHP to discuss continued 
development of an MOA for the Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project 
(ABEP). 

July 29, 2008 Teleconference between the USCG, SHPO and ACHP to discuss continued 
development of an MOA for the Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project 
(ABEP).  Continuation of July 28, 2008 teleconference. 

September 8, 2008 USCG and DHS legal met with ACHP.  Agreed to try and sign a final 
MOA for the ABEP by November 17, 2008. 

September 25, 2008 Teleconference to discuss September 23, 2008 version of MOA with 
signatory and consulting parties 

October 3, 2008 Coast Guard distributes final version of MOA to signatory and 
consulting parties. 

October 23, 2008 Teleconference to discuss October 3, 2008 version of MOA with 
signatory and consulting parties. Draft Preservation Agreement was 
distributed to all parties during this conference call. 

December 8, 2008 Preservation Agreement between DIBC and SHPO signed. 
December 11, 2008 MOA between USCG, SHPO, ACHP and DIBC signed. 

 



US Agency Meetings 



 
 
 
 

70 Niagara Square, Suite 410, Buffalo, NY 14202 
Tel 716.362.1116 • Fax 716.362.1166 
american@acp-ny.com • www.acp-ny.com 

"A Culture of Professional Excellence" 

 
TELEPHONE CALL RECORD 

 

Date: November 16, 2005 Date Issued: November 16, 2005 

Time: 11:00 am Issued by: Paul Leuchner 
 
Contact: Bill Kovalek and Tom Freitag Phone #:  

Company: Detroit Edison and USACE (retired) 
 
Project: Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project 

Subject: Mussel surveys 
 
The following notes reflect our understanding of the discussions and decisions made during this telephone 
conversation. If you have any questions, additions or comments, please contact us at the above address.  We 
will consider the record to be accurate unless written notice is received within 10 working days of the date 
issued. 
 
I spoke with two mussel experts from the Detroit area. The first was Tom Freitag a retired biologist 
from the US Army Engineer District, Detroit (Corps of Engineers).  The other expert was Bill Kovalek 
from Detroit Edison. Both indicated that there is little chance that any mussels of significance would be 
found in the waters of the Detroit River beneath the proposed Ambassador Bridge crossing.  These 
views were based on the results of mussel surveys in other reaches of the Detroit River.  Both experts 
indicated that the decline of native mollusk species occurred as a result of colonization of habitat by 
the Zebra and Quagga mussels.  Both are invasive species originating in Eastern Europe and brought 
to this country via the ballast water of ocean going vessels.  The attached link substantiates these 
views: 
 
 http://sgnis.org/publicat/schlkova.htm 
 
 

American Project #: 5049964  

Copies To: Peterfreund; Korpi; Marks; File 
F:\PROJECT\5049964\File Cabinet\B. Correspondence\B.09 PHONE RECORDS\051116 TCR Mussell experts.doc 



 
 
 
 

4111 Land O’ Lakes Boulevard, Suite 210 
Land O’ Lakes, Florida 34639 

Tel 813.996.2800 • Fax 813.996.1908 
american@ace-fla.com • www.ace-fla.com 

“A Culture of Engineering Excellence” 

 
MEETING MINUTES 

 

Meeting Date: October 2, 2006 Date Issued: October 23, 2006 

Location: DIBC Offices, Warren, MI 

Project Name: Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project 

Purpose: Bird study 

Notes by: Terry Yonker, Scott Korpi American Project #: 5049964 

Copies to: File, Dan Stamper, Craig Stamper, Anna Peterfreund,  

 
Attendees Representing Phone Fax or e-mail
Todd Hogrefe MDNR   
Karen Carpenter MDNR   
Ray Rustem MDNR   
Terry Yonker Marine Services Diversified, LLC  terryyonker@cs.com
Scott Korpi American Consulting Engineers of 

Florida, LLC 
813-996-2800 skorpi@ace-fla.com 

    
    
    
    
    
 
The following notes reflect our understanding of the discussions and decisions made at this meeting.  If you 
have any questions, additions or comments, please contact us at the above address.  We will consider the 
minutes to be accurate unless written notice is received within 10 working days of the date issued. 
 
The meeting was convened by Scott Korpi.  The purpose of the meeting was to explore with the 
Michigan Department of Natural Resources areas of concern with regard to birds and bird migration in 
the vicinity of the proposed Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project.  Secondarily the meeting was 
held to determine what studies, if any, would be warranted where impacts from the project were likely to 
occur. 
 
For the benefit of MDNR personnel who had not had the opportunity to read it, Mr. Korpi reviewed the 
information contained in the Project Description and Categorical Exclusion Environmental 
Documentation submitted by the Detroit International Bridge Company (DIBC) and Canadian Transit 
Company  to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency and the United States Coast Guard.  Mr. 
Korpi described the project which consists of a six-lane cable stayed bridge to be constructed between 
two existing plazas adjacent to the existing Ambassador Bridge.  The span would not require in-water 
construction.  The height of the proposed cable-stayed bridge towers is 544 feet or 181 feet taller than 
the 363 foot twin towers of the existing Ambassador suspension bridge. 
 
Mr. Korpi indicated that the only concerns raised about the impact of the proposed bridge on resident 
and migratory birds were raised by the U.S. Coast Guard in early correspondence with the DIBC .  Mr. 
Rustem noted the importance of the Detroit River for migrating waterfowl, but felt most waterfowl 

mailto:terryyonker@cs.com


Meeting Minutes 
Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Proejct 

April 24, 2007 
Page 2 

 
would avoid the bridge or fly under it.  Mr. Yonker referenced two reports about waterfowl migration on 
the Niagara River which showed few waterfowl flew under bridges and that substantial movements of 
waterfowl occurred after dark.  Mr. Rustem also noted that the Natural Heritage Unit’s original focus 
was on possible impacts of the proposed bridge on endangered mussels in the Detroit River.  It was 
noted that the proposed bridge towers would be constructed on land rather than in the water.   Mr. 
Hogrefe expressed concern about possible collisions with the bridge by neotropical migrants after dark 
and referenced the Avian Collision Study for the Michigan Public Safety Communications System 
which showed higher collision rates with communication towers that were guyed and lighted with steady 
burning incandescent red lights.  The size and configuration of the cable stays was also discussed as a 
possible collision risk.  Ms. Cleveland said there were not a lot of concerns about collisions between 
neotropical migrants (including endangered, threatened or species of concern) and the proposed bridge.  
Mr. Yonker noted that up to 25% of birds observed at night by radar at the site of the proposed 
Ambassador Bridge on the Niagara River flew below 200 meters (~650 feet) above ground level. 
 
 
In conclusion the MDNR expressed interest in pursuing information about waterfowl migration on the 
Detroit River, especially at night.  Mr. Rustem suggested that Mr. Ernie Kafcas, a waterfowl specialist 
from the MDNR Mt. Clemens office, would be an important contact on waterfowl migration.  Mr. 
Rustem also expressed interest in reviewing the Niagara River Crossing Project Avian Study (Mr. Korpi 
said he would make that study available once it was cleared for release as a part of the project Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement).  Concern was expressed about avian risks associated with proposed 
bridge lighting, the height of the bridge, and the size and configuration of cables stays. 
 



 
 
 
 

70 Niagara Square, Suite 410, Buffalo, NY 14202 
Tel 716.362.1116 • Fax 716.362.1166 
american@acp-ny.com • www.acp-ny.com 

“A Consortium of Professionals” 
 

 
TELEPHONE CALL RECORD 

 

Date: February 7, 2007 Date Issued: February 7, 2007 

Time: 1000 hrs Issued by: Arthur K. Marks 
 
Contact: Cathie Ballard Phone #: 517-335-3456 

Company: Michigan Dept. of Env. Quality, CZM Program 
 
Project: Detroit Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project 

Subject: CZM Certification 
 
The following notes reflect our understanding of the discussions and decisions made during this telephone 
conversation. If you have any questions, additions or comments, please contact us at the above address.  We 
will consider the record to be accurate unless written notice is received within 10 working days of the date 
issued. 
 

1. I explained to Ms. Ballard that Detroit International Bridge Company (DIBC) applied for a DEQ 
permit for the project that involves construction of a bridge adjacent to the existing 
Ambassador Bridge and they received a permit on January 17th, 2007 (Parts 301 and 31). I 
stated that the DIBC signed the CZM certification on the application and I asked if permit 
issuance constitutes the State’s concurrence that the project is consistent with the CZM 
program. She stated that permit issuance does grant their concurrence on consistency.   

2. I also asked if this permit issuance conveys their concurrence on the Federal consistency level 
since DIBC is applying for a U.S. Coast Guard bridge permit. She stated that issuance of the 
state permit does mean that they concur on a federal consistency basis also.  She also said 
she believes that permit issuance conveys water quality certification. 

3. If we have any further concerns about this or other projects related to CZM she said we could 
call Chris Antieau of her staff at 517-373-3894. 

American Project #: 5049964  

Copies To: File, Korpi 
F:\Marketing\Stationary Masters\LLC\Phone Record_LOL.doc 



 
 
 
 

70 Niagara Square, Suite 410, Buffalo, NY 14202 
Tel 716.362.1116 • Fax 716.362.1166 
american@acp-ny.com • www.acp-ny.com 

"A Culture of Professional Excellence" 

 
TELEPHONE CALL RECORD 

 

Date: February 27, 2007 Date Issued: February 27, 2007 

Time: 0945 hrs Issued by: Arthur K. Marks 
 
Contact: Barbara Hosler Phone #: 517-351-6326 

Company: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, East Lansing, MI 48823-6316 
 
Project: Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project (ABEP) 

Subject: Federally endangered species. 
 
The following notes reflect our understanding of the discussions and decisions made during this telephone 
conversation. If you have any questions, additions or comments, please contact us at the above address.  We 
will consider the record to be accurate unless written notice is received within 10 working days of the date 
issued. 
 

1. This telephone call was made by Anna Peterfreund and Art Marks to discuss federally 
endangered species impacts. 

2. Ms. Hosler is the threatened and endangered species point of contact for the East Lansing 
Field Office of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). We called to follow-up on the 
August 29, 2006 letter from USFWS to Robert Bloom, Chief, Bridge Program Manager, U.S. 
Coast Guard, Cleveland, OH.  

3. We advised that in our opinion the project will have no impact on the federally endangered 
northern riffleshell mussel because there will be no work or structures within the Detroit River, 
barges will only be used to deliver materials, and the closest structure (support tower) will be 
constructed upland over 100 feet from the river bank. We explained that erosion and sediment 
control systems will be used for the tower construction and no impacts from siltation are 
anticipated. Delivery barges must meet USCG marine safety standards.  

4. Ms. Hosler stated that she received a letter last week from the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) that 
was sent pursuant to Section of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended. The letter 
from the USCG stated that the ABEP would have no effect. We inquired about the USFWS 
response and Ms. Hosler said there is no requirement for USFWS to respond or concur unless 
they disagree.  She advised that they do not disagree with the USCG assessment.  

5. In regard to the Michigan threatened and endangered species program, Ms. Hosler stated this 
is a program under state law and we should call Ms. Lori Sargent of MDNR to discuss their 
concerns.  

American Project #: 5049964_Detroit  

Copies To:  Peterfreund, Korpi, File 
F:\Marketing\Stationary Masters\LLC\Phone Record_LOL.doc 



 
 
 
 

4111 Land O’ Lakes Boulevard, Suite 210 
Land O’ Lakes, Florida 34639 

Tel 813.996.2800 • Fax 813.996.1908 
american@ace-fla.com • www.ace-fla.com 

"A Culture of Professional Excellence" 

 
TELEPHONE CALL RECORD 

 

Date: March 1, 2007 Date Issued: March 2, 2007 

Time: 2:00 Issued by: Anna Peterfruend 
 
Contact: Lori Sargent Phone #: 517-373-9418 

Company: MDNR 
 
Project: Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project 

Subject: Mussel survey and no effect determination 
 
The following notes reflect our understanding of the discussions and decisions made during this telephone 
conversation. If you have any questions, additions or comments, please contact us at the above address.  We 
will consider the record to be accurate unless written notice is received within 10 working days of the date 
issued. 
 
ACE received a letter from the MDNR regarding threatened and endangered species concerns for the 
ABEP project that stated a letter of no effect would be required from MDNR and a survey by a 
biologist would be required due to the potential presence of mussels in the Detroit River. We called 
Lori to explain that the project will not require work within the Detroit River nor will any piers be placed 
in the River.  
 
Lori explained that she did not realize this at the time the letter was sent out. Once she received that 
information, she realized that the project would not have an effect on mussels or other threatened and 
endangered species. She will be sending a letter of no effect for our records. 

American Project #: 5049964, B.9  

Copies To: File, Korpi, C. Stamper 
F:\PROJECT\5049964\File Cabinet\B. Correspondence\B.09 PHONE RECORDS\070301_TCR_LSargent_MDNR_no_effect.doc 



Proposed Agenda for August 9, 2007 Meeting on Ambassador Bridge 
Enhancement Project 

I. Legal Issues -- Discussion of USCG Permitting Authority and Reasons 
No Presidential Permit is Required  

II. Discuss SHPO Environmental Assessment Comments 

• Corridor Initiatives (Gateway, Windsor Plaza Expansion) 

• Distinctions from DRIC Study 

• Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project Purpose and Need 

• Analysis of Alternatives 

III. Context Sensitivity in New Design 

• Bridge History 

• Case Studies 

• Community Input to Date 

IV. Section 106 Review 

• Consulting parties/outreach efforts   

• Area of Potential Effect  

• Existence of Historic Properties 

• Nature of Adverse Effects  

• Discussion of Possible Mitigation  

V. Canadian process 

VI. Archeology 

VII. Plans for Addressing Comments on Draft EA and Issuing Final EA 

VIII. Other issues 

IX. Next steps  



US Public Outreach 



 
 
 
 

70 Niagara Square, Suite 410, Buffalo, NY 14202 
Tel 716.362.1116 • Fax 716.362.1166 
american@acp-ny.com • www.acp-ny.com 

"A Culture of Professional Excellence" 

 
MEETING MINUTES 

 

Meeting Date: 3/1/07 Date Issued: 3/15/07 

Location: Earhart Middle School, 1000 Scotten Street, Detroit, Michigan 48209 

Project Name: Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project 

Purpose: Public Workshop 

Notes by: Deirdre McManus, Leigh Whyte American Project #: 5049964 

Copies to: D. Stamper, C. Stamper, S. McMahon, S. Korpi, B. Mirson, Anna Peterfreund, M. 
Colmerauer, S. Williams, D. Coburn 

 
Attendees Representing Phone Fax or e-mail
Shannon Williams  ACP-ON 905-991-1681 swilliams@acp-on.ca 
Leigh Whyte ACP-ON 905-991-1681 lwhyte@acp-on.ca 
Deirdre McManus ACP-NY 716-362-1116 dmcmanus@acp-ny.com
Mark Colmerauer ACP-NY 716-362-1116 mcolmerauer@acp-ny.com
Scott Korpi ACE-FLA 813-996-2800 skorpi@ace-fla.com
Brian Mirson ACE-FLA 561-253-9555 bmirson@ace-fla.com
Pat Holland DIBC Consultant 502.681.3019 advantage_prh@msn.com 
Skip McMahon CTC 519-977-0700 ctc@canadiantransit.com 
Susan Whelan CTC 519-977-0700 ctc@canadiantransit.com 
Craig Stamper DIBC 877-680-6446 cstamper@ambassadorbridge.com 
Dan Stamper DIBC 877-680-6446 Dan@ambassadorbridge.com 
Ken Dobson DIBC 877-680-6446 ken@ambassadorbridge.com 
Sally Rendon DIBC 313-965-1184 sallyrendon@sbcglobal.net 
David Coburn Steptoe and 

Johnson 
202-429-8063 DCoburn@steptoe.com 

Bob Bloom USCG 216-902-6085 Robert.W.Bloom@uscg.mil 
Scot Striffler USCG  Scot.M.Striffler@uscg.mil 
Carlos Liese Andino 

Translation 
313-278-2730 Liese1000@yahoo.com 

Southwest Detroit 
Community (approx 
36 people) 

   

 
The following notes reflect our understanding of the discussions and decisions made at this meeting.  If you 
have any questions, additions or comments, please contact us at the above address.  We will consider the 
minutes to be accurate unless written notice is received within 10 working days of the date issued. 
 
This workshop took place to assist in the preparation of an Environmental Assessment for the 
Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project (ABEP).  The meeting was held at Earhart Middle School, 
within the community closest to the project location, and began at 6:48 p.m. Before the meeting’s 
commencement, attendees had the opportunity to walk around and look at visualizations of the project, 
including a roll plot that displayed the locations of the MDOT Gateway Project and the proposed bridge. 
A project brochure in both English and Spanish was distributed to attendees at sign in.   A translator 

mailto:lwhyte@acp-on.com
mailto:dmcmanus@acp-ny.com
mailto:mcolmerauer@acp-ny.com
mailto:skorpi@ace-fla.com
mailto:bmirson@ace-fla.com
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was on-hand to translate all discourse from English into Spanish. Approximately four attendees used 
the translator’s service. 
 
The meeting was commenced by Bob Bloom, USCG; a short powerpoint presentation, including a fly0-
through, was given by Scott Korpi, ACE-FLA; and a question and answer session concluded the 
workshop. In his introduction Bloom stated the differences between the Ambassador Bridge 
Enhancement Project and the Detroit River International Crossing (DRIC) Project, most notably that the 
latter is a study on expanding capacity whereas the former is a bridge maintenance project.  
 
Bloom also explained that a preliminary application for a categorical exclusion had raised some 
concerns, which raised the level of environmental review for the project from a categorical exclusion to 
an environmental assessment. Bloom stated that the assessment will be available from a website. 
Korpi then presented a powerpoint (DIBC%20March%201%20Workshop%20Presentation[1].ppt), 
providing an overview of the project. 
 
A question and answer period followed the powerpoint. The period was introduced by Bob Bloom, who 
stated that a Presidential Permit for the proposed bridge is not required as it would be located in an 
already approved corridor. He also noted that the project will need to meet requirements of both the 
United States and Canada. The following is a list of questions/comments and answers that asked by 
meeting attendees and responded to by project staff, including consultants and the USCG. 
 
Question/Comment 1. (Frank Griffiths) 
Speaker is a resident of Campbell Street, near I-75, and approves of the project because it will keep 
truck traffic moving. He read a speech in favor of the project, “Being Positive.” Mr. Griffiths noted that 
he has been a longtime resident of the community.  
 
Question/Comment 2. (Otis Mathis, Citizens with Challenges) 
Speaker thanks project team for not locating pillars in the Detroit River and stated that he liked the idea 
of a privately funded project. He asked if the project would increase the number of jobs in the area. 
 
Answer. (Pat Holland) 
An increase in employment will occur as more inspection booths will be open. Tolls will be levied so 
that they are competitive with other crossings.  
(Korpi) 
The $500 million price tag on the cost of construction will result in 1,000+ jobs.  
 
Question/Comment 3. (Bill Gourlay) 
Speaker was concerned that the project would lead to an expanded 10 lane crossing and asked what 
assurances exist that the old bridge will not be reused.  
 
Answer. (Korpi) 
No plans exist to increase capacity in the corridor. The existing bridge is in need of repair, and this 
project is a maintenance project. The existing bridge, after the construction of the proposed bridge, may 
be used for bicyclists, pedestrians and bridge maintenance vehicles. The existing bridge would provide 
border crossing redundancy, such that in the event that the proposed bridge is shut down for any 
purpose, the existing bridge would be reopened to traffic.  
 
A study would be completed if the existing bridge was reopened for non emergency use. 
 
Question/Comment 4. (Anthony Solano) 
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ow many streets or homes will be affected by the project? Is the project closing any streets, homes or 
troit? Specifically, what about 24th and 25th Streets? 

he project will not close any streets, homes or businesses, including those on 24th and 25th Streets, as 

uestion/Comment 5. (Carol Kelllogg) 
mbassador sign be replaced? 

nswer. 
adian and American flags will be placed on the new bridge.  

Margaret Garry) 
hat will happen to the existing Ambassador Bridge? What would trigger environmental review if old 

se? 

om) 
he existing bridge would only be reopened if capacity demanded it, so no one would complain if it was 

ut what about redundancy issues—what is something happened to one of the plazas that would shut 
e infrastructure down? 

 is not our intent to use two bridges at once. It is easier to get a plaza back and running after an 

ironmental Assessment (EA)? 
hat is the public participation process for this type of environmental review? Will we receive a public 

 information regarding the project is released?  

f review does not include a requirement for public meetings. 
ublic notices will be released regarding project information. Please visit the USCG website at 

H
businesses in De
 
Answer. (Korpi) 
T
the project is not near that area.  
 
Q
Will the A
 
A
No, but a new Ambassador sign and Can
 
Question/Comment 6. (
W
bridge is put to reu
 
Answer. (Blo
T
reopened.  
 
Question/Comment 7. (Margaret Garry) 
B
that part of bridg
 
Answer. (Korpi) 
It
incident than a bridge.  
 
Question/Comment 8. (Alison Benjamin) 
Is there a written schedule or scope of what is required by the Env
W
notice if additional
 
Answer. (Bloom) 
An Environmental Assessment level o
P
http://www.uscg.mil/ for more detail. 
 
Question/Comment 9. (Alison Benjamin) 

I of a roadway project be expanded to cover the construction of a bridge? 

nswer. (Korpi) 
or the Ambassador Gateway Project.  

he existing Ambassador Bridge would be hazardous as a pedestrian walkway. Both bridges should be 
for cars and the other for trucks.  

nswer. (Korpi) 

How can a FONS
 
A
This is not an update of the 1999 FONSI f
 
Question/Comment 10. (Delia Gutierrez) 
T
used, using one 
 
A
Trucks would not be a safe use for the 80-year old structure in the long-term. 
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nt 11. (Steve Tobocman, State Representative of the 12th District) 

nswer. (Korpi) 
 conducted under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). The USCG is the 

loom)  
r long it takes for the Ambassador Bridge to meet environmental review requirements will affect 

pril. At this point, the USCG will publish the document and a 30 day 
omment period will be initiated. The comment period will end in roughly mid-May. After the comment 

sed and then the Final EA will be completed. We hope that the 

Completing projects like this is about what is best for neighborhoods.  
 
The question and answer period concluded the meeting, which ended at approximately 8:30 p.m. 

 
Question/Comme
Is this an EA under federal law? Which agency is responsible for the EA? Is there a project timeline? 
 
A
This EA is
lead agency.  
 
(B
Howeve
the project timeline.  
 
(Korpi) 
We plan to submit the EA in A
c
period ends, comments will be addres
EA will be approved by July. 
 
Question/Comment 12. (Otis Mathis) 
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MEETING MINUTES 

 

Meeting Date: 12/6/2007 Date Issued: 12/13/07 

Location: Earhart Middle School 

1000 Scotten Street 

Detroit, Michigan  

Project Name: Ambassador Bridge Enhancement Project (ABEP) 

Purpose:  To gain public input on the ABEP 

Notes by: D. McManus American Project #: 5049964 

Copies to: File 

 
Attendees Representing Phone Fax or e-mail 
Brian Mirson American Consulting Engineers of 

Florida, LLC 
(561) 253-
9555 

BMirson@ACE-
FLA.com 

Scott Korpi American Consulting Engineers of 
Florida, LLC 

 skorpi@ace-
fla.com 

Nadine Marrero  American Consulting Professional of 
New York, PLLC 

(716) 362-
1174 

nmarrero@acp-
ny.com 

Deirdre McManus American Consulting Professional of 
New York, PLLC 

(716) 362-
1118 

DMcManus@acp-
ny.com 

Lis Knibbe Quinn Evans (734) 663-
5888 

eknibbe@QUINNE
VANS.com 

Hala Elgaaly USCG  hala.elgaaly@uscg.m
il

Allen Garneau USCG  Allen.M.Garneau@us
cg.mil 

Shelly Sugarman USCG  Shelly.H.Sugarman@
uscg.mil

Scot Strifler USCG  Scot.m.striffler@uscg
.mil

Brian Conway Michigan SHPO  conwaybd@michigan
.gov

Craig Stamper DIBC   
Dan Stamper DIBC   
Susan Whelan  DIBC   
Nick Mpras DIBC   
David Coburn Steptoe and Johnson/DIBC  dcoburn@steptoe.co

m
Approx 25 others General Public   
 
The following notes reflect our understanding of the discussions and decisions made at this meeting.  If you 
have any questions, additions or comments, please contact us at the above address.  We will consider the 
minutes to be accurate unless written notice is received within 10 working days of the date issued. 
 
Meeting began at 6:02 pm. 
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Scot Strifler from the USCG initiated opening remarks. He stated that this was an open NEPA meeting 
sponsored by the USCG to discuss the historical review process. He stated that comments received 
tonight, either in writing or issued orally, will be included in the Environmental Assessment (EA). 
Comments received via the website at www.ambassadorbridge.com will be addressed within the EA as 
well.  
 
Strifler provided an overview of the project. Scott Korpi followed Strifler and presented a powerpoint 
show illustrating recent projects in the Ambassador Bridge Corridor and details on the Ambassador 
Enhancement Project. This presentation was followed by a question and answer session.  
 
 
Question #1:  These alternatives have not been addressed to the community. We have only had one 
public meeting. How have you gotten so far in the process when the community hasn’t had a chance to 
weigh in? 
 
 Response: (Korpi) Tonight’s meeting is our fourth public meeting. Other meetings held include 
one on the joint MDEQ/US ACE Permit in January of 2007, a second on the general elements of the 
project in March of 2007, and a third in May of 2007 to focus on the project’s design elements.  
 
Question #2:  How did you communicate with the community in regards to the sequence of meetings?  
 
 Response: (Korpi) We announced each meeting using the website at 
 www.ambassadorbridge.com; posting ads in local newspapers including the Detroit Free Press, 
 the Latino Press and El Central; and via the USCG notification service. In addition to the 
 aforementioned methods, we solicited attendees to our May 2007 meeting through distributing 
 flyers at a local Cinco de Mayo celebration. 
 
Question #3:  (Comment) Ambassador Bridge should contact community organizations and 
newsletters within 2 miles of the bridge. Overlooking these organizations is a critical issue.  
 
Question #4:  I received notification through the USCG website. Is someone from the USCG here 
tonight to provide an update on the regulatory process and what federal and state agencies are 
involved?  
  
 Response: (Strifler) The USCG is coordinating the review with many local, state and federal 
 agencies on this project.  
 
Question #5:  In addition to public meetings regarding design, will there be meetings on the 
environmental studies (such as air quality) that were conducted for the project?  
 
 Response: (Strifler) Additional public meetings regarding results for the environmental studies 
 conducted for this project are not scheduled at this time.  
 
Question #6:  Are general project information meetings a requirement of the NEPA process? Have 
these meetings taken place?  
 
 Response: (Stifler) General project information meetings are a requirement for the NEPA 
 process if an EIS is being prepared. In the preparation of an EA, there is no public meeting 
 requirement.  The proponent has held public meetings, however, as stated earlier.  
 
Question #7:  Has there been a public meeting conducted to talk about the results of the environmental 
studies conducted for the project?  

http://www.ambassadorbridge.com/
http://www.ambassadorbridge.com/
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 Response: (Korpi) There was a meeting to discuss general information on the project in March, 
 but a meeting has not been held to discuss the results of environmental studies conducted for 
 the project. 
 
Question #8:  (Comment) This is insufficient dialogue time to have a meeting like this.  
 
Question #9:  (Comment) Research supports DRIC analysis rather an analysis conducted by a private 
entity. 
 
Question #10:  Who has the right to control the Boulevard? What is the reason for streets to be closed 
and businesses to be disrupted?  
 
 Response: (Brian Mirson) There are two projects going on right now that we are aware of—
 utility relocation (conducted by the Ambassador Bridge) and the Gateway project (conducted by 
 MDOT).  
 
Question #11:  Was the brochure distributed at tonight’s meeting developed by the Bridge company? 
The second paragraph on the inside-fold states that in 2010 MDOT will construct a cable stayed bridge.  
Is this the bridge this meeting is focusing on?  
 
 Response: (Mirson) The bridge mentioned in the brochure that will be constructed by the 
 MDOT  in 2010 is the pedestrian bridge over I-75.  
 
Question 12: (Addressing the USCG representatives) As a homeland security agency, you are 
obligated to follow evolved procedures to ensure safety.  How have these procedures been updated 
since 9/11 to accommodate this type of situation?  A single terrorism incident could shut down the 
entire economy of the area—is this considered in your review?  
 
 Response: (Strifler) The guidance for USCG review of homeland security elements in proposed 
 projects has not changed significantly since 9/11. 
 
Question 13: (Regarding the pedestrian cable stayed bridge over I-75) Why would they build a 
pedestrian bridge between the two sides of Mexicantown?  
 
 Response: (Mirson) It has been drawn to our attention that the I-75 interrupts the sense of 
 place in Mexicantown. The pedestrian bridge is meant to correct this disconnect.  
 
 (Strifler): A website exists where one can sign up to receive notification of street closings.  
 
Question 14: What is the address of the project website? 
 
 Response: (Mirson) www.ambassadorbridge.com 
 
 
Following this question and answer session, Korpi presented on the design options available in the 
construction of a twin span.  The following questions relate to this portion of the presentation.  
 
 
Question 15: Of the four different tower concepts, which has the greatest longevity and least 
maintenance requirements?  
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 Response: (Korpi) The diamond tower configuration has the greatest longevity and least 
 maintenance requirements.  
 
Question 16: From a public safety standpoint which design do you recommend? 
 
 Response: (Korpi) Each of the design concepts are pretty much the same when it comes to 
 serving public safety. Today’s discussion should focus in on which is most favorable to the 
 audience from an aesthetic viewpoint.  
 
Question 17: Where should we draw our own ideas of what the twin span should look like?  
 
 Response: (Korpi) You can draw your own ideas on the back of the Section 106 consultation 
 form that was distributed when you walked into the meeting.  
 
Question 18: (Comment) 49.5 miles south of here on I-75 in Ohio is a bridge on 2A near Toledo. You 
should include a bridge of similar design in your powerpoint. 
 
Question 19: Do any of these bridges have expandability capabilities in them? You noted that inability 
to expand is an issue with the existing bridge.  
 
 Response: (Korpi) No.  
 
Question 20: Which option would be most withstand a major terrorist incident? 
 
Question 21: Has there been a meeting that has focused on homeland security issues within this 
project in the past? Is this discussed in the environmental document?  
 
Question 22: Who would finance the lighting of the bridge? 
 
 Response: Ambassador Bridge 
 
Question 23: Will the red Ambassador Bridge letters be kept lit following construction of the twin span? 
 
Question 24: Of the options for railings, which one affords the best visibility of the river below?  
 
Question 25: Are the agencies involved in this project aware of the current status of the Detroit 
fireboat? Or, at least was its status included in the project’s documents?   Currently the boat is out of 
service, but maybe the fireboat will add to the bridge’s security plan. Would Ambassador Bridge 
consider returning the fireboat to service?  
 
Question 26: Has the USCG issued any permits yet? 
 
 Response: (Strifler) No.  
 
 
The meeting concluded at 7:31 pm. 
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